Strand displacement applied to assays with nucleic acid probes.
This novel method for the detection of specific nucleic acid sequences has potential applications to clinical diagnosis. During hybridization, a signal-bearing nucleic acid strand is displaced by the target nucleic acid from a partially single-stranded complementary probe strand of nucleic acid. The probe:signal strand complex is prepared by hybridizing single-stranded probe that is entirely complementary to the target nucleic acid with a shorter signal sequence that is complementary to a portion of the probe strand. The sample nucleic acid is added to this hybrid complex under hybridization conditions. The target sequence, if present in the sample, will hybridize first to the unoccupied probe sequences, and then will displace the labeled strand by branch migration. By this "strand displacement" the signal strands are freed in solution, where they may be separated from those still hybridized; the quantity of label measured is directly proportional to the amount of analyte sequences in the sample. This method, demonstrated here for model and synthetic DNAs, can easily be adapted for the detection of any RNA or DNA sequence and obviates the need for immobilization of sample. A wide variety of labeling techniques can be used, and the displacement can be performed in solution or with the hybrid complex attached to a solid support. This assay circumvents nonspecific binding of label to the filter matrix and the laborious washing steps inherent in other assays involving nucleic acid probes.